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MAF, A: It is because you have hyphenation set to on. You should remove this attribute in your document: From the settings »
Document » (Language) » Settings » Hyphenation » Set to: Unset Now I get this (note that you get the mismatched unicode

character with hyphenation on): In case you don't use hyphenation: From the settings » Document » (Language) » Settings » Not
set Now it works fine: A simple, rapid and flexible differentiation method of cell lines using a PDA-coupled microculture

system. An in vitro chemical system in a microculture, known as the "PDA-coupled microculture" (PDA-μ-C), was developed
for the rapid differentiation of cell lines. This method is a cell-based chemical assay that is easy to construct, requires no cell
manipulation, is economical, simple to use, and highly versatile. In this study, we found that cell lines derived from various
tumors responded differently to a series of cell growth factors and inhibitors. This method can be used to differentiate and

screen for drugs for various cell lines, including tumors, for which only cell lines or primary cells are available.Q: SSIS - How to
repeat the data set for each row of value in one column? I need some help in manipulating the data set of rows in a SSIS

package. I am using 3da54e8ca3
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